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Carousel
of progress
Clementon Park, once the crown jewel of its namesake
town, has not been doing so well lately; but the
amusement park is about to embark upon a thrill ride
of its own as Adrenaline Family Entertainment ushers
in plans for a dramatic redevelopment.
BY DANIELLE L. BURROWS

“It lost its small-town
charm thirty years ago.”
At 41 years old, Tom Connor is significantly younger than most who wax poetic
about Clementon Park’s heyday. Lend him
an ear, though, and it’s clear he remembers
the tail end of what many describe as the
amusement park’s
Golden Era.
“We didn’t have
much money growing up, but my mom
bought my six siblings
and myself swimming
passes for Clementon
Park’s lake, which
had docks, diving
boards, swimming
instructors, and a bath
house for showering
and changing,” recalls
Connor, who grew up
within walking distance of the park from
1969 through 1991.
“The park was like a
family; all of the townspeople knew each other.”
“Then the swimming at the park came
to an end, due to liability,” he remembers
of the mid-1970s. Soon after, new management introduced flat admission rates
that prevented kids like Connor from
strolling through the park freely and paying
for amusements individually. “I stopped
going to the park when it started charging
admission.”
And so did many others, citing the allor-nothing admission fee and changing
crowds as deterrents to visiting the amusement park that had once been the crown
jewel of Clementon, as well as a prime
South Jersey destination.
“The rowdy crowds from the city drove

away locals,” Connor puts it bluntly. “To
this day, I have friends who haven’t been to
the park in twenty years.”
But change is in the air: New park ownership boasts a vision surpassing the scope of any
of the park’s previous endeavors. Clementon
Park, Connor believes, will soon lure back the
crowds it lost over the
past few decades. “I
already bought my firstever season pass, as
did other friends of
mine,” he says, referring to the all-access
passes being sold for
$49.99 that will take
effect when the park
kicks off its 2008 season on Memorial Day
weekend. “I'm excited,
and I believe this will
be a new and better
park.”
ADRENALINE
RUSH
“I wasn’t even aware of Clementon
Park’s existence until I got the call from
Hue to consider coming here to lead the
park through this transition,” admits David
Dorman, the recently appointed general
manager and Texas native, referring to
Adrenaline Family Entertainment Chief
Executive Officer Hue Eichelberger. “So I
looked it up. It had a relatively decent Web
site that gave me the basic information. I
visited a week later. And based on what I
learned before the visit, what I saw was
about what I expected: A smaller, familyrun operation that had been under-capitalized and under-marketed, and that needed
a lot of work but had great potential.”
Rumors of new park ownership first
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swept through Clementon late last summer,
laced with mentions of Six Flags. Save a
few details, the rumors have essentially
proven true: Oklahoma-based Adrenaline
Family Entertainment was formed last year
by Eichelberger, former executive vice president for Six Flags’ Eastern region, and
Russell Kutman, a previous vice president
of Six Flags’ corporate finance. Funded by
New York-based Angelo, Gordon, and Co.,
a privately-held firm specializing in non-traditional investing, Adrenaline aims to capitalize on the potential of the outdoor entertainment industry in the United States by
developing, acquiring and revamping a
number of amusement ventures nationwide.
The redevelopment of Clementon Park
marks Adrenaline Family Entertainment’s
maiden voyage.
“This is a serious investment,” Dorman
says. “This is the first park acquired by a brand
new company, with an acquisition strategy
that includes acquiring eight to 10 more parks.
It’s critical that we’re successful here.”
Like Eichelberger and Kutman, Dorman
honed his skills largely under the Six Flags
umbrella. Fueled by an affinity for amusement parks prompted by childhood visits to
Houston’s AstroWorld, he began his career
with Six Flags in 1986. He then rose through
the ranks of sales management, sponsorships, and promotions, leaving Six Flags in
1996 to serve as director of marketing at
Tampa’s Florida Aquarium, and then at New
Orleans’ Jazzland theme park.
Dorman had already parted ways with
Jazzland to rejoin Six Flags on a Seattlebased venture when Jazzland claimed
bankruptcy and was purchased by Six
Flags. It was subsequently rechristened
(you guessed it) Six Flags New Orleans.
Dorman thus returned to New Orleans to
re-brand the park as a Six Flags entity.
Upon the insistence of Hurricane Katrina,
which flooded both Six Flags New Orleans
and Dorman’s home, the amusement park
enthusiast was reassigned to Denver-based
Six Flags Elitch Gardens. This was his final
stop before agreeing to join Adrenaline in
its revitalization of Clementon Park.
And while Clementon marks Dorman’s
first foray into residency in the northeast,
his story is not the first instance of an industry veteran venturing into unknown
Clementon with visions of reinventing the
town’s signature entertainment venue.

The Hills Were Alive
aving once held
the title of
world’s oldest
operating wooden
roller coaster,
Clementon Park’s
Jack Rabbit recently met its fate.
Designed by the
Philadelphia Toboggan Company
and added to the park at a cost
of $80,000 in 1919, the Jack
Rabbit roller coaster resides in
the memories of many throughout the South Jersey region as
their first coaster experience.

H

For Sara Gibbs Cashin, greatgranddaughter of park founder
Theodore B. Gibbs and daughter
of long-time park manager
Theodore W. Gibbs, the family
business gave her unique access
to the thrill ride during her
1940s childhood. “Growing up,
I would spend hours with my
dolls and comic books, riding on
my favorite rides, the Jack
Rabbit and the merry-goround,” remembers Cashin, a
Pine Hill resident.
The Jack Rabbit’s abrupt

closure in 2003 resulted from a
failed safety inspection. In an
interview the following year,
then-owner Larry Baker offered
to donate the coaster, free of
cost, to any party willing to pay
for its removal. No such party
surfaced.
The wooden structure stood
dormant for more than four
years, finally succumbing to
demolition this past December.
“There was no other good
option than to take down the
Jack Rabbit,” general manager

David Dorman explains. “The
only other option was to repair
the Jack Rabbit, which would
have been a very expensive
process. While preserving the
Jack Rabbit would have been
fun, it really wouldn’t have
driven our business. And we
need that space for future expansion. Plus, having a dark roller
coaster on the grounds, a coaster
that’s not operating, is not
consistent with the new brand.”
—D.L.B.

“SOUTH JERSEY’S CONEY ISLAND”
Theodore B. Gibbs had already fought
in the Civil War, served in the New Jersey
House of Assembly, and completed terms
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as Clementon’s sheriff and postmaster, when
he noticed a trend emerging, quite literally, in
his backyard: A high number of out-of-towners, particularly Philadelphia and Camden residents seeking relief from urban congestion
and heat, were retreating to Clementon’s
lakes during the summertime.
Gibbs, owner of Clementon Lake and
no stranger to entrepreneurialism, responded by renting rowboats to the growing
crowds. The popularity of this concept
eventually prompted him to construct a
dance hall on Clementon Lake’s shore, and
to ultimately establish Clementon Park as a
formal business venture. The year was
1907. Clementon Park’s first amusement—
a manpowered ride called the Aerial
Wave—debuted later that same year, and all
of this conveniently coincided with the
extension of the local trolley line from
Haddon Heights to Clementon.
Sons Willard and Edgar took the reins of
the business following Gibbs’ death in 1909.
In the decades following, Clementon Park’s
grounds were characterized by state-of-theart amusements, its lake by speedboat races
and swimming championships. A 1920s
locally printed brochure touted the park as
“South Jersey’s Coney Island.” The combination of access and allure drew not only dense
crowds, but also headline entertainment
including Dick Clark and Red Skelton.
The park survived the Depression, even
undergoing a post-World War II resurgence
that led to the addition of a dozen new
amusements.
Nonetheless, Clementon Park was aging.
By the late 1970s, Six Flags Great Adventure
and various boardwalk amusements up and
down the Jersey shore vied for thrill-seekers’
summer days and spare dollars. In 1977,
industry veteran and Miami resident Abe
Baker bought the park, sight unseen, from the
Gibbs family.
From 1955 to 1968, Baker owned and
operated Maryland’s Glen Echo Park. He was
a full decade into retirement when he spotted
Clementon on the market, and recognized it
as a viable business opportunity. Abe’s son,
Larry, had a little of the amusement park business in his blood as well. At the age of 17, he
had begun flipping hamburgers under his
father’s management at Glen Echo Park and
was a recent college graduate in 1977, the
year his father purchased Clementon for less
than $1 million.
The younger Baker took the reins as
Clementon Park’s operational manager, overseeing the 1982 installation of King Neptune’s
Revenge log flume and the 1992 addition of
Splash World to the park’s offerings. Locals
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credit Larry Baker, whose father passed away
in 1993, for keeping the park afloat in an era
when amusement ventures often succumbed
to antiquity or development incentives. The
general consensus, though, is that Clementon
Park surrendered much of its small-town
atmosphere to Baker’s management.
Baker’s swan song was to be the addition
of Tsunami in 2005, an unfortunately-named
coaster boasting the steepest drop in North
America. Plagued with construction delays
from the start, Tsunami failed to meet its
intended 2004 launch date, suffering a second
blow when devastation wrought by the
Indonesian tsunamis dictated the need for a
name change. Thus, Tsunami was renamed
J2, a moniker Baker claimed paid homage to
the defunct Jack Rabbit coaster. However, J2
was presumed by many to be an ode to
Baker’s young sons, whose first names both
begin with the letter “J.”
A SECOND CENTURY
Adrenaline Family Entertainment purchased the park from Larry Baker in August
for an undisclosed amount. In early January,
Adrenaline unveiled its dramatic plans for
Clementon Park’s 2008 season, including a
Victorian-era main street that is expected to
span the park’s midway, as well as a renovated, expanded, Polynesian-themed water park
called Laguna Kahuna.
And while Dorman doesn’t anticipate
much change in the cost of a one-day admission ticket, Adrenaline recently revealed a
dramatically reduced season pass, priced
down to $49.99 from its previous $100 cost.
“To be perfectly candid, the park didn’t
sell many passes at one hundred dollars,”
Dorman explains. “They were overpriced,
and the park didn’t market them. Season

passes are viewed by many families as the
best deal. And we want our audience to recognize that it’s a great value, and that you
can visit multiple times throughout the
summertime.”
In addition to an extended operating calendar, the park will also debut HalloScreams,
a Halloween-themed conclusion to the park’s
season.
Among Dorman’s first tasks at Clementon
Park was a need to clarify the status of J2,
which was often out of service and susceptible to rumors of technical malfunction and
passenger injury.
“One reason the coaster hasn’t been
open all the time is that it needed to be
improved,” Dorman says. “We’re making
some modifications to it to make the ride
smoother, a little slower, so that we can open
it everyday. That coaster is a phenomenal
ride, an engineering marvel. It’s a short ride,
comparatively speaking. And when you combine a short ride with a 110-foot drop, it’s a
fascinating lesson in physics.” The changes
will be complete in time for the park’s
Memorial Day weekend debut, Dorman
assures (adding that the as-yet-unnamed
coaster will not be called Puma, despite
rumors to the contrary).
“That name, Puma, was a placeholder,
and it was accidentally displayed on our Web
site for a few days. We are going to be renaming that coaster and re-launching it in 2008
with all of its improvements. But that name
will, in all likelihood, not be Puma.” Dorman
says the coaster’s name will be aligned with
the forest theme around which its section of
the park is being designed.
Today, Clementon Park’s signage and surrounding fences are flanked by demolition
notices that allude to the seismic changes
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occurring inside. Gone are the Falling Star
and Chaos, two attractions added within the
past twenty years. Gone is the old arcade
building, the contents of which, Dorman says,
will be relocated to the old carousel building,
an ornate structure old-timers will surely be
glad survived the transition.
The future of the dance hall building is
unclear. “It’s a huge building,” Dorman points
out. “And the dance hall inside it is generally
just vacant right now. But that building is
home to our largest food service facility. It
takes up a lot of space, but it’s a centerpiece,
too. We haven’t decided what we’re going to
do with it yet.”
He assures that Adrenaline has given
thought to the effects an anticipated resurgence in popularity will have on the park’s
limited space. An additional parking lot on
Route 30, half a mile away, has been
secured to accommodate overflow parking.
Moreover, shuttles will transport patrons
back and forth between that secondary lot
and the park.
And although he says it’s too soon to predict whether the town of Clementon might
economically benefit from a reinvigorated
Clementon Park, Dorman is well acquainted
with the ripple effect a family attraction can
have on a region. “I’ve been involved in parks
that were a major factor in the development
of area businesses,” he says. “It’s a little too
early for me to know if the same thing’s going
to happen here. But it wouldn’t surprise me
if retailers, such as quick-serve restaurants,
recognize the opportunity and decide to
develop nearby.” Currently, very few commercial ventures dot the landscape surrounding Clementon Park.
Of everything this veteran has encountered in his introductory months in
Clementon, Dorman is most surprised and
encouraged by the warm reception from park
insiders and longtime staff.
“A lot of times, when a new owner
comes in, there’s concern from the current
employees that things are going to change in
a negative way. But what we find here is that
the employees have embraced all the change,
and recognize the opportunity that
Adrenaline represents. Everyone is extremely
motivated to make things better. They recognize the experience that we bring to this company, and they’re thirsty to improve.
“There’s no question that Clementon
Park’s reputation probably limited its attendance and overall appeal,” he acknowledges.
“And our job is to improve that reputation
through not only a new product, but a betteroperated facility. Families today are looking
for entertainment options.” ■
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